Richmond Olympic Oval
Safety Plan- Updated May 10, 2021
Summary
The Richmond Olympic Oval (the Oval) is committed to providing a safe group fitness and training
environment for all members and a healthy workplace for all staff. A combination of measures is being
utilized to minimize patron and staff exposure to COVID-19. These measures are continually reviewed
and adapted based on new guidance and protocols released by the Provincial Health Authority,
WorkSafeBC, BC Centre for Disease Control, Vancouver Coastal Health, BCRPA, ViaSport, and the City of
Richmond.
The Oval has a comprehensive COVID-19 safety and training plan in place that is available to all staff on
the Oval’s intranet. A more concise, but thorough, publicly accessible safety plan is available on the
Oval’s website. The Vancouver Coastal Health Group Fitness safety plan checklist, in combination with
this summary document, was prepared for Vancouver Coastal Health for obtaining approval in 2020 to
resume indoor group fitness activities at the Richmond Olympic Oval.
It is important to emphasize that the design of
the Oval differentiates it from other
commercial gyms or community centre.
Originally designed as the long track speed
skating venue, the Oval is over 362,000 sq ft
with the ceilings on the activity level being
over 80 ft. This design results in an enormous
airspace. The building’s ventilation continually
brings in outside air and includes a MERV-14
air filtration system that is capable of capturing
particles between 0.3 micros and 1.0 with 98% efficiency. Group fitness activities have been relocated
out of studios to the main activity level which allows for significant physical distancing between all users.
The Oval’s safety practices and procedures are designed to protect both Oval workers, and the public.
All staff have, and continue to undergo, training on their COVID-19 related responsibilities and follow the
procedures outlined in this plan to prevent or reduce exposure to COVID-19.
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Restoring of Services

Richmond Olympic Oval
Concise Safety Plan – May 2021
Introduction
Facility operators and employers such as the Richmond Olympic Oval (the Oval) are required to develop
a COVID-19 Safety Plan (Safety Plan) that outlines the policies, guidelines, and procedures they have put
in place to reduce the risk of COVID-19 transmission.
This plan follows a six-step process that includes checklists of items that are required to be addressed
before resuming and returning to safe operation. This plan has been developed in accordance with
WorkSafeBC and Vancouver Coastal Health guidelines.
The hierarchy of controls framework that has been implemented at the Oval:

●

The first level is the Elimination of exposure which means ensuring a two metre distance
between people. This includes physical distancing guides such as:
○

staying home when sick,

○

signage
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○

delineated movement pathways (cones, floor markers, one-way flow arrows, onepatron limit at staffed stations like registration desk),

●

○

alternating access to amenities,

○

managing occupancy limits.

The second level is the use of Engineering controls for circumstances where the two metre
distance cannot be maintained, utilizing barriers such as plexiglass to separate people.

●

The third level is the use of Administrative controls which includes signage, implementing oneway passages, touchless or low touch registration procedures, online service options, and
reminders to not linger.

●

The fourth level is use of PPE (face coverings, gloves), in combination with measures taken in
level two and three listed above.

This document has been prepared in consultation with front line workers, the Oval Occupational Health
and Safety Committee (OHS) and Employer representatives. The Safety Plan also considers
recommendations made by the BC Recreation and Parks Association (BCRPA) Guideline for Restarting
Operations and ViaSport’s Return to Sport Resources.

Facility Wide Safety Measures
From the beginning of this global pandemic, the Oval has stayed committed to preserving the safety of
customers, employees and the local community. The Oval has modified its programs and services in
order to ensure that we are meeting and exceeding health and safety protocols. Facility wide guidelines
and measures have been put in place to protect the safety and well-being of the community and are
aligned with Provincial Health Orders. Examples of these measures include reduced building capacity
limits, physical distancing, one-way wayfinding, mandatory masks, plexiglass installation, alternate check
in points, increased cleaning of high touch points, physically distanced fitness equipment and relocating
of programs including group fitness classes to the Oval’s 61,000 square foot activity level. All sport
organizations and user groups are required to consult and collaborate with the Oval and other facility
partners before resuming practices and competition at the Oval. Each user group has submitted a safety
plan that incorporates guidelines from ViaSport, BCRPA, WorkSafeBC and the Oval’s own processes.
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Health Screening
Daily health screening of all staff, contractors,
essential visitors and anyone else entering the facility
is mandatory. All health screening is completed
digitally before accessing the facility and patrons are
subject to onsite screening upon arrival. Anyone
identifying symptoms of COVID-19 or refusing to
cooperate with the code of conduct including
mandatory face masks and other health and safety
protocols in place will be refused access or asked to
leave the facility. A defined process is in place if someone develops symptoms whilst "at work" or
"during their visit". We have two large separated isolation rooms that will be used should we need to
take immediate action to isolate.

Extraordinary Sick Leave Plan
Following guidance from the City of Richmond, an extraordinary sick leave plan was put in place to
protect and help mitigate the potential financial impacts of the pandemic on Oval employees. The
Extraordinary Pandemic Leave (ELP) Plan Policy was created to provide sick leave benefits for staff who
become ill or are required to self-isolate relating to the COVID-19 pandemic. The purpose of the ELP is
to ensure the health, safety, and well-being of all Richmond Olympic Oval staff during this
unprecedented time by ensuring that those who are exhibiting signs of illness and do not have adequate
sick leave in their bank are not tempted to attend work for economic reasons.

Mandatory Face Masks
As part of the City of Richmond’s commitment to ensure the
health and safety of our residents and employees, and as a means
to help prevent the spread of COVID-19, the City of Richmond
requires that all individuals that are able to wear a face mask must
do so while indoors in City buildings including the Richmond
Olympic Oval. This action offers an added measure of safety in an
effort to continue to enhance and protect the safety and wellbeing of the Oval community. Mandatory Mask use was extended
to include mask wearing while participating in indoor fitness
related activities with new Indoor Individual Exercise Requirements released on March 31st. At this time,
mask wearing was further extended to include anyone over the age of 12 participating in any activity
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with the exception of ice related sports. The face mask requirement also applies to individuals
conducting business or providing a service while in the building. Wearing a mask is not an alternative to
physical distancing.

Entrance and Exit Strategy
A defined wayfinding
structure has been
implemented that serves to
limit crossover of users
within the building as well
as possible points of
congestion. Access and exit
points are monitored and
only those registered for an
activity or visit are allowed
access. All patrons are
required to leave their
activity at the end of their registered session to ensure the Oval’s capacity limits are met and controlled.
All visits to the Oval require preregistration so as to control capacity and facilitate contract tracing.
Registration for activities can be completed online 24 hours prior to attendance of a session and/or
program. An in-person check-in for visitors and staff when entering the facility is mandatory. Registered
fitness participants receive a (coded) armband for a specified time slot and duration of visit. All sport
groups and sport organizations training at the Oval have completed a Return to Sport Safety Plan. As
part of this plan, defined entrance and exit processes are in place that are developed in collaboration
with Oval staff. The Oval back plaza is used to separate and stage groups prior to entering the building.

Closure of Common Areas, Smaller Rooms and Studios
The Oval has closed or restricted areas of access to rooms where social distancing is not easily
maintained or controlled. Areas not accessible include the locker rooms used by the general
memberships, team rooms, meetings rooms, small studios, and childminding. Water Fountains have
been turned off throughout the facility.
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Area Specific Implementation of Safety Measures
The following is a breakdown of facility or programming specific safety measures implemented based on
the Hierarchy of Controls Model. Additional information can be found in the Oval’s more
comprehensive COVID-19 safety and training plan, in the publicly accessible safety plan available on the
Oval’s website or in the attached The Vancouver Coastal Health Group Fitness safety plan checklist.

Group Fitness Activities:

Oval Group Fitness Area

Designated Participant Training Space

Environmental Hygiene

Engineering Controls

Each guest is provided with cleaning solution
and towel.

Classes relocated from Studio to 7000 square
foot open court space.

Guests are expected to clean equipment before
and after use.

Designated training space for each participant
(10' x 10' grid) taped on floor.
2 feet space between each grid resulting in 12ft
between each participant

Staff disinfect equipment and touch points
between booked times.
Operations staff deep clean and sanitize
nightly.
Guests only handle equipment they are using
for class.

Administrative Controls

Online Registration for all guests.

Designated entrance and exit locations.
Instructor on stage distanced from guests.
Physical distancing decals and markings are in
place.
Plexiglass barriers have been installed in staff
area.

PPE - Staff

Instructor to wear mask until leading class and
immediately afterwards.
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Capacity Limits of 24 guests.
Health Declaration completed prior to
attendance.
Mandatory 15 mins of ‘dead time’ between
bookings.

Gloves are worn by staff when handling
equipment.

Masks - Guests
Mandatory mask policy.

Handwashing station and sanitizer at entry and
exit.
Designated washrooms with capacity limits.
Prompt instruction to exit space at end of
booking time.
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Compliance Table- Public Health Guidelines (Dec 14th Release) for Group Low Intensity Exercise – Group Fitness

Public Health
Measures

Environmental
Measures

Administrative
Measures

Requirement

Compliance

Notes

Contact tracing for 30 Days

Compliant

Tracked as part of registration process through PerfectMind/MBO

HVAC system working properly

Compliant

Via MERV-14 air filtration system

Outer doors and windows left open

Compliant

Operating on Court - 7000 square feet

Fresh air intake maximized

Compliant

Outdoor air intake is utilized before high efficiency filtration process

Floor and wall fan use discontinued

Compliant

No fans in group exercise area

Staggered class times

Compliant

Classes booked with 30-minute minimum transition time between

Floor Markings

Compliant

Group area has designated entrance and exit. Training space marked.
Building has one-way directional flow signage

Reduced Opportunity for Congregating

Compliant

Changerooms and showers closed

Staff ensure no groups congregating

Compliant

Staff posted in training areas at all times

Cleaning & Disinfection

Compliant

Cleaning, Sanitizing and disinfection process for all shared equipment, high
touch surfaces and floors based on programming

Physical Barriers

Compliant

Occupancy - 7m2 per participant

Compliant

9 meters square per participant

Maximum 25 patrons/staff

Compliant

Reduced class capacity 24 maximum + Instructor

Physical Distancing

Compliant

Floor markings and designated instructor stage

Booking and Registration

Compliant

Completed using PerfectMind/MBO

Personal
Measures

PPE

Transition Time for cleaning

Compliant

Classes booked with 30-mins minimum transition time between

Arrival time limited

Compliant

Greeter in lobby to prevents guest early arrival for registered timeslot

Audio

Compliant

Sound System and Decibel Reader

Food and Beverages

Compliant

Stay Home Guideline

Compliant

Health Check

Compliant

Personal Equipment

Compliant

Yoga mats required

Exercise attire

Compliant

Registration confirmation outlines for guests to arrive in exercise attire

Hand Hygiene

Compliant

Variety of cleaning supplies through facility

Masks

Compliant

Mandatory Mask Policy for staff and guests.

Oval Covid-19 policy in place
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Fitness Mezzanine:

Spaced out Cardio Equipment

Environmental Hygiene

Physical Distancing Decals

Engineering Controls

Each guest is provided with cleaning solution
and towel.

Fitness mezzanine is over 12,000 square feet in
current operation.

Staff disinfect all equipment and touch points
between time slots.

Occupancy set to 45 guests per booking.

Operations staff deep clean and sanitize nightly.

Designated entrance and exit locations.
Physical distancing decals and floor markings are
in place.
Equipment that can not be adequately cleaned
has been removed.
Equipment spaced or removed to ensure 2.5m
physical distancing.
Plexiglass barriers have been installed in staff
area.

Administrative Controls
Online registration required for all visits.
Health declaration prior to attendance.

PPE - Staff
Staff are wearing masks and gloves at all times.

Masks- Guests

Handwashing station and sanitizer at entry and
exit.

Mandatory mask policy.

Designated washrooms with capacity limits.
Prompt instruction to exit space at end of
booking time.
Signage posted to indicate fitness centre rules.
No spotting permitted unless within household.

Individual Strength and Cardio Pods:
New training space created to offer classes and more training space for guests.

Pods Located on Court 10

Environmental Hygiene

Each guest is provided with cleaning solution and
towel.
Staff disinfect all equipment and touch points
between booked times.
Operations staff deep clean and sanitize nightly.

Administrative Controls
Online registration required for all guests.
Health declaration prior to attendance.

Court 10 Entrance

Engineering Controls

Capacity limited to 13 guests.

Equipment spaced to ensure physical distancing.
Designated entrance and exit locations.
Physical distancing decals and floor markings in
place.
Plexiglass barriers have been installed in staff
area.

PPE - Staff

Staff are wearing masks at all times and PPE
when cleaning.
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Handwashing station and sanitizer at entry and
exit.
Designated washrooms with capacity limits.

Masks- Guests
Mandatory mask policy.

Prompt instruction to exit space at end of
booking time.

Personal Training:

Personal Training Studio

Environmental Hygiene

Portable Handwashing Station at Entry/Exit

Engineering Controls

Each guest is provided with cleaning solution and
towel.

Equipment removed to increase free floor
space- total training space 1985 square feet.

Staff disinfect all equipment and touch points
between booked times.

Reduced capacity limits - 5 clients.

Operations staff deep clean and sanitize nightly.
Guests only handle equipment they are using for
class.

Administrative Controls

Pre-booking required for all sessions.
2m distance maintained at all times.

Health declaration completed prior to
attendance.
Handwashing station and sanitizer at entry and
exit.

Equipment spaced to ensure physical distancing.

PPE - Staff
Staff are wearing masks at all times and PPE
when cleaning.

Masks- Guests
Mandatory mask policy.
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ROO Outdoor Training Facility
New training space created for adult group fitness activities, youth sport programming, and high
performance sport groups.

Outdoor Training Facility

Environmental Hygiene

Entrance to Training Facility

Engineering Controls

Each guest is provided with cleaning solution
and towel.

Covered outdoor training area measuring 60 feet
x 40 feet of unencumbered space.

Guests are expected to clean equipment before
and after use.

Designated training space for each participant
(10 feet x 10 feet) taped on floor.

Staff disinfect equipment and touch points
between booked times.

Designated entrance and exit locations.

Operations staff deep clean and sanitize nightly.
Guests only handle equipment they are using
for class.

Administrative Controls

Online registration for all guests.

Capacity limits set in accordance to PHO
guidelines for specific activity.
Health declaration completed prior to
attendance.

Instructor on stage distanced from guests.
Physical distancing decals and markings are in
place.
Plexiglass barriers have been installed in staff
area.

PPE - Staff

Instructor to wear mask until leading class and
immediately afterwards.
Gloves are worn by staff when handling
equipment.

Masks - Guests
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Mandatory 15 mins of ‘dead time’ between
user groups.

Mandatory mask requirement for guests to and
from outdoor training area.

Handwashing station and sanitizer at entry and
exit.

Mask policy as determined by activity guidelines.

Designated washrooms with capacity limits.
Prompt instruction to exit space at end of
booking time.

Table Tennis:

Table Tennis Set Showing Distancing

Environmental Hygiene

Tables Clean and Sanitized Between Use

Engineering Controls

Staff disinfect table tennis tables and all touch
points between booked times.

Reduced capacity limited to 24 guests across 12
tables.

Tables sit dormant for 15 minutes after
disinfecting.

Physical Distancing Markings (designating 20' x 20'
activity area)

Operations staff deep clean and sanitize
nightly.

Designated entrance and exit locations.

No equipment lending.
No changing attire/clothing on court.

Administrative Controls

Online registration required for all guests.
Health declaration completed online 24 hours
prior to attendance.

Partitions installed for guests to maintain physical
distancing.

PPE - Staff

Staff are wearing masks at all times and PPE when
cleaning

Masks- Guests
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Handwashing station and sanitizer at entry and
exit.

Mandatory mask requirement

Designated washrooms with capacity limits.
Prompt instruction to exit space at end of
booking time.

Sport Courts:

Oval Court Overview

Sport Court Area Check In

Environmental Hygiene

Engineering Controls

Staff disinfect all equipment and touch points
between activities.

Member drop in capacity limited to 20 guests
across 4 courts.

Operations staff deep clean and sanitize nightly.

Designated entrance and exit locations.

All equipment sits dormant for 15 minutes after
disinfecting.

Partitions installed to maintain physical distancing.

No equipment lending.
No changing attire/clothing on court.

Plexiglass barriers installed for staff area.
Bleacher, benches and group seating areas closed.
Social distancing markings and designated single
seats.
2 guests permitted per hoop. Max 6 per court.

Administrative Controls

Online registration required for all guests.

PPE - Staff

Staff are wearing masks at all times and PPE when
cleaning
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Health declaration completed online 24 hours
prior to attendance.
Handwashing station and sanitizer at entry and
exit.

Masks- Guests
Mandatory mask requirement for any users over
the age of 12. High Performance exemptions in
place.

Designated washrooms with capacity limits.
Prompt instruction to exit space at end of
booking time.

Climbing Wall:

Oval Climbing Wall

Environmental Hygiene

Climbing Check in and Control Point

Engineering Controls

Harnesses and shoes are put in quarantine for
72 hours following use.

Plexiglass barriers have been installed in staff
area.

Floor and bouldering mats disinfected daily.

Ropes are changed daily and put in quarantine
for 72 hours.

Mats are vacuumed daily.
Fences are sanitized daily.
Mandatory sanitization/cleaning of hands
before and after each climb.

When climbing, guests are expected to keep one
route between them and other climbers on the
wall to maintain physical distance.

Handwashing station and sanitizer added to
climbing area.
Mandatory use of liquid chalk which has an
alcohol (70%) content equivalent to hand
sanitizer.
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Administrative Controls

Capacity Limit Reduced from 50 to 20 people.
Online registration required for all guests 3 days
in advance of activity.
Health declaration completed online and on site
prior to attendance climbing wall.
Prompt instruction to exit space at end of
booking time.

PPE - Staff

Staff wearing masks at all times and PPE for
cleaning

Mask - Guests
Mandatory mask requirement for climbers

High Performance Training Centre:

Plexi Barriers and floor markings

Environmental Hygiene

Each guest is provided with cleaning solution
and towel.
Staff disinfect all equipment and touch points
after session.
Operations staff deep clean and sanitize nightly.

Individual Training Areas

Engineering Controls

Designated entrance and exit locations.
Physical distancing decals and floor markings in
place.
Plexiglass barriers installed for guests.
Reduced athlete capacity limit to 18. Groups
split between HP Centre & room 1058.
Increased Facility sq ft from 3225 to 4580 sq ft
with addition of room 1058.

Administrative Controls
Handwashing station and sanitizer at entry.
Health declaration completed online 24 hours
prior to attendance.

PPE - Staff

Staff are wearing masks at all times and PPE
when cleaning

Masks - Guests
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Designated washrooms with capacity limits.

Mandatory mask requirement.

Reduced capacity to 18 athletes to ensure
physical distancing.
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Compliance Table- Public Health Guidelines (Dec 14th Release) for Group Low Intensity Exercise High
Performance Training (HP Centre and 1058)
Public Health
Measures
Environmental
Measures

Administrative
Measures

Requirement

Compliance

Notes

Contact tracing for 30 Days

Compliant

Tracked through team registration or Oval HP Google Health Declaration
(google form)

HVAC system working properly

Compliant

HVAC System inspected and efficiency maximized.

Outer doors and windows left open

Compliant

All Doors left open during training.

Fresh air intake maximized

Compliant

Achieved through HVAC and Outer doors

Floor and wall fan use discontinued

Compliant

No fans used in HP

Staggered class times

Compliant

Training times adjusted so there is no overlap of athletes in HP

Floor Markings

Compliant

HP has designated entrance/exit. Floor marking at each individual station.

Reduced Opportunity for Congregating

Compliant

Athletes to remain at their training station for duration of session.

Staff ensure no groups congregating

Compliant

Coach to Athlete Ratios improved. Athletes reminded to maintain distanced

Cleaning & Disinfection

Compliant

Cleaning, Sanitizing and disinfection process for all shared equipment, high
touch surfaces and floors based on programming

Physical Barriers

Compliant

Physical barriers in place between all stations.

Occupancy - 7m2 per participant
Maximum 25 patrons/staff
Physical Distancing

Compliant

Compliant

HP Room Capacity = 12 + 2 Coaches

1058 Capacity = 6 + 1 Coach

Designated training spaces with floor marking. Additional coaches added to
larger groups to utilize alternative training areas.

Personal
Measures

PPE

Booking and Registration

Compliant

Completed by teams, or through Oval High Performance Staff

Transition Time for cleaning

Compliant

Training times staggered to allow for transition and cleaning.

Arrival time limited

Compliant

All Groups Instructed not to arrive until designated time.

Audio

Compliant

Music levels low or off. Levels checked with decibel reader.

Food and Beverages

Compliant

No Food Allowed. Athletes to bring their own H20 bottles.

Stay Home Guideline

Compliant

Oval Covid-19 policy in place.

Health Check

Compliant

via Google Form – completed prior to arrival and required for admittance.

Personal Equipment

Compliant

No Personal Equipment required. Personal belongings discouraged.

Exercise attire

Compliant

Discussed with all athletes

Hand Hygiene

Compliant

Hand Sanitizer available at entry. Multiple hand cleaning stations available.

Masks

Compliant

Mandatory Mask Policy for staff. Masks mandatory when moving about
facility. Masks encouraged but not mandatory during training.
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Rinks- Team rooms are not open

Staging Area

Environmental Hygiene

Staff disinfect equipment and touch points
between bookings.
Operations staff deep clean and sanitize
nightly.

Administrative Controls
Designated washrooms with capacity limits.

Physical Distancing for Putting on Skates

Engineering Controls

Designated entrance and exit locations.
Staging areas in place with set capacity and
physical distancing markings.
Physical distancing decals and floor markings in
place.

PPE - Staff

Staff are wearing masks at all times and PPE when
cleaning.

“Covid Captains” required for each user group
Masks - Guests
to ensure adherence to distancing and
Mandatory mask requirement for guests to and
cleaning protocols.
from training space.
Reduced capacity limited to 44 guests inline
with ViaSport and BCRPA Guidelines.
Prompt instruction to exit space at end of
booking time.
Staggered start and finish times.
Handwashing station and sanitizer at entry.

Mask optional during activity.

Additional Spaces:
Administrative Offices:

Environmental Hygiene

Employees are provided cleaning supplies
for personal work space. Operations staff
are deep cleaning and sanitizing nightly.

Administrative Controls

In-person daily health checks completed for
all staff working on-site.

Engineering Controls

Capacity management strategy in place for
Oval Employees not able to work from home.

PPE - Staff
Staff are wearing masks at all times

Scheduling of staff in office to ensure
distancing.

Washroom Facilities:

Environmental Hygiene

Engineering Controls

Regular scheduled cleaning and disinfecting
by building staff.
Limited use only. No showers.
Touchless soap and towel dispensers utilized.

Elimination (taped-off) of side-by-side fixture
use.
Hand dryers (air) taped off and disabled.

Administrative Controls

PPE - Staff

Washroom access associated with specific
programming areas/facilities.
Capacity controls in place. Men-2 Women -3

Staff are wearing PPE at all times when
cleaning.

PPE - Guests
Mandatory mask requirement for all guests
in non-activity areas.
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Additional Resources
•

We have anticipated comments and questions and have created detailed FAQ’s, floor maps and
“know before you go” documents to ensure that anyone visiting the facility is aware of how the
Oval has implemented the required Provincial Health Orders and what new and enhanced safety
measures and protocols are in place when visiting the facility. Further information on FAQ’s can
be viewed here: https://richmondoval.ca/welcome-back/resuming-operations-faqs/

•

The Oval is committed to keeping all members and the local community updated on our services
and operations during the pandemic, and of any changes to operations due to COVID-19.

•

o

The Oval Member Care team is available to help by contacting 778-296-1400 or

o

For the most up to date information, visit our website or social channels:

info@richmondoval.ca


Website: https://richmondoval.ca/



Twitter: https://twitter.com/RichmondOval



Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/richmondoval/

A list of documents, resources, policies and guidelines available for review upon request:
o

o

Safety Plan – Comprehensive
Safety Plan- Public Version

o

Facility Maps

o

Code of Conduct User groups

o

PPE Guidelines Workers and Supervisors

o

Cleaning and Disinfecting for Public Setting

o

Signage and Policy Reminders including wayfinding

o

Right to refuse unsafe work information

o

How to use a Mask – Help prevent the spread of COVID-19

o

Occupational First Aid (OFA) Protocols During COVID-19

Please direct further questions to:
Andrew Clark
Senior Manager Oval Experiences
aclark@richmondoval.ca
604.345.6681
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